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Who is
NVAHI? 

 
What is our

mission?

Research: Original data from across the country
Policy: Draft & advise regarding mail ballots
Implementation: Support and guidance
Education: Election officials, voters, and organizations,
Advocacy: Messaging Guidance & Activation 

Independent. Non-partisan. National.

Ultimate goal: Every American voter gets their ballot
automatically delivered to them before every election

Immediate goal: make it far easier, in all 50 states, for
voters to access “Vote at Home” ballots



Vote at Home is a more comprehensive system than
just offering mail ballots
It retains in-person vote centers and creates more
options for voters, especially those with disabilities,
voters who are transient or experiencing homelessness,
and Native American populations
It encompasses a whole suite of best practices that
include security, accessibility and communications
measures that improve the voter experience

What is the difference between
"vote by mail" and "Vote at Home?"

Current Vote at
Home states:

California*
Colorado
Hawaii
Oregon
Utah
Washington



Ballot delivery
Proactive Address Update

ERIC/NCOA
AVR

Easy/effective cure
process 
In-person voting
experience at Vote
Centers
Ballot drop-off options
including 24 hour ballot
boxes & drive thrus

Elements of
an Effective

Vote at Home
Model

 
 
(Condensed
from 30+)

Electronic Delivery for
UOCAVA voters &
accessible needs
Risk-limiting audits
Pre-paid postage
Ballot tracking tools 
Voter-centric design
Appropriate penalties to
protect voters
Adjusted processing &
counting deadlines



Shifting landscape
Litigation, legislation and executive action are all still moving
Many states have seen varying degrees of success coping with changes in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic

Comparison Example: Washington & Michigan
Working to help states prepare for incoming wave of ballots, but more than that we are
working to make the process safer, more secure, more accessible and more equitable
After this document, we will continue to follow up with resources, best practices, toolkits
and research that will help states implement these policies

Background on our
state recommendations



Goal 1: Help construct the boundaries in which the November election is conducted 
Goal 2: Advise states and partners about the foundational policy decisions that will
determine if a state can hold a secure election, regardless of vote at home status

Systems are often only as good as they are implemented

This presentation is for high-level policy decisions, with some suggestions on how to
improve systems without changing laws for states where legislation or executive action is
not possible

 

 

Narrative Document Framework:



Reflects the ideal policy framework for secure, accessible, safe and equitable elections
The list is meant to be broad but comprehensive to highlight important pieces to consider
when creating a Vote at Home model

Gold Standard Policies

12 Main Categories
Condensed Gold Standard Policies into the 12 most important categories of reform for
the November election
Heavily weighted:

Accessibility to mail ballots,
Underlying security mechanisms
Voter experience in our analysis





Simply put, states that do not allow “no excuse” absentee voting can get
no more than 1 star in this model.

Universal access to a mail ballot is the cornerstone of our model and
any voting model geared toward voter access.

Recommendations for actions that do not require legislative change:
Integrated and online voter registration and absentee request portals
Centrally located ballot drop boxes and drive thru options
Clear public communications around request requirements, status of
request, and notification of denial or acceptance
Ballot tracking software with voter notification capabilities
Pre-paid postage for return envelopes

 

 

1 Star StatesAlabama,
Arkansas,
Connecticut,
Kentucky,
Louisiana*,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
South
Carolina*,
Tennessee
and Texas*



Have no-excuse absentee policy, but
lack in other areas such as data integrity,
signature verification processes, and
cure processes for deficiencies

Recommendation: Address these issues
before working to further increase the
use of absentee ballots

Secondary Recommendation: Extend or
make permanent any no-excuse policies
that are only for state or federal primary
elections

 

 

2 Star StatesAlaska*, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Idaho,
Indiana*, Iowa, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts,
Nebraska, New Hampshire,
New York, North Carolina*,
North Dakota*, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania*, South Dakota,
Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin* and
Wyoming



Have a strong foundation of security

Recommendation: Begin to expand the use of mail ballots, and work to
adopt policies that increase the voter experience

Some states might even consider the jump to proactively mailing
ballots to voters, instead of the burdensome and costly process of
processing absentee requests

If they do continue with the absentee request process, we have
recommendations that can increase turnout and ease the administrative
burdens

 

 

 

3 Star StatesFlorida*,
Georgia,
Illinois,
Kansas*,
Michigan*,
Minnesota,
New Jersey,
New Mexico,
Ohio, Rhode
Island



Have a strong foundation of security, and may have ample room to
make their systems more voter-centric

What truly sets them apart is that they are already running systems
that proactively mail ballots to voters

This means that if they were to jump to a full Vote at Home system they
are already set up for success in that they are not necessarily
implementing new processes, but scaling up the ones they already have

Recommendation: Proactively mail ballots to all voters

 

 

 

4 Star States

Arizona,
Montana*,
Nevada



Vote at Home systems: proactively mail all voters ballots, have a system
for limited in-person voting, and other voter-centric policies that make
them stand above the crowd

Importantly, not all are the same, and none of them get what we would
consider to be a “perfect score” in our grading system

Recommendation: Move toward Gold Standard policy

 

 

5 Star States

California,
Colorado,
Hawaii,
Oregon,
Utah and
Washington



Mail ballots WILL continue to increase in volume, even if no policy changes are made to
accommodate them.

States can either bolster their current system or scale up to proactively mail ballots to voters.

We do NOT recommend proactively mailing ballots without the underlying policies that ensure
a secure election.

We DO recommend states take a consider proactive mailing ballots if they have a solid
foundation. It will save them massive administrative hurdles and increase voter access.

We stress again that implementation is the true key to successful elections and we look
forward to providing further resources to election officials and advocates

 

 

 

 

Conclusion


